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Abstract

The objective of this study is to determine strategies used b,v students of English Study Program of FKIP {lR'
quantitatively and qualitatively in order to solve the problems in the course of Speaking. The population is '
the students rwho are taking Speaking 3 in which the sample is all population of this study due to the

homogeneous oftheir characteristics (the aspects of academic achievement). For quantitative data, Strategy

Inventory for Language Leaming (SILL) (Oxford, 1989) is used while as for the qualitative data, interviews

were commenced. The findings show that the highest use of the strategy is social strafegy (3:26) and the

lowest one (3:04) is memory strategy, 4 other strategies (cognitive, metacognitive, affective, and

compensation) are in the medium category. The qualitative findings cover four elements: (1) Grammar
(memorizing the tenses and using them in daily life, finding the solution in grammar books, finding examples

of compound sentences and meaning, studying the complex sentence, and looking for the explanation on the

use of preposition), (2) Vocabulary (consulting the dictionary, memorizing the vocabulary items, finding the

explanation on intemet, and translating the text), (3) Fluency (practicing general and basic grammar,

applying the phrases in daily conversation, and learning more about the difference between clauses),and (4)

Pronunciation (often downloading video of spoken English, finding the correct pronunciation of the word in
the dictionary, practicing the reading aloud, identifying the intonation pattern. and practicing a lot). The

implication of the study is that language leaming strategies used quantitatively and qualitatively should be

instructed to the students of Englisli Study Program of FKIP UR especially for those who are taking

Speaking 3.
Key words: Language Learning Strategies and Speaking

lntroduction
Various problems rvere faced by the students in speaking as subject. ln general, the students who take

English Department come from various majors at senior high school level (social science. exact science,

reli-eious major, and vocational major), in which they took a small portion of English in a large class (more or
less 40 students in one class). Specifically, the students need more times to adjust to academic atmosphere of
English Depaitment in lvhich English language is fully used as medium of instruction. Most of them are not

so active in using the productive skills (speaking and writing) rather than the receptive skills (listening,

reading. structure. and vocabulary items). In other words, they are not so strong in oral communication.

Such basic problems faced by the students had become serious matters in the part of the students and

English lecturers. The students had taken serious attention to learning and teaching process in the class room.

ln addition- the students have also done a series activities to utilize authentic materials, suggested by the

lecturers. Besides- the students incline to do group discussion in order to share ideas.

Brief Review of Related Theories
De.finition of Learning Srrategies

Rubin (1987) detlnes the language learnin-s strategies as a unified approach. steps and everyday

used bl, someone to facilitate the acquisition, collection and use of information relating to the purpose ol
communication. Wenden & Rubin (1987) restricts the behavior in which a person uses and does second

language learning activities. Chamot (1987) defines the language learning strategies such as approaches,

techniques. and measures to t-acilitate the learning process and combine aspects of linguistics and content of
intbrmation. Ellis (1994) locuses on language skills and on learning the language. Both of them are uselul in

rhe process ol learning the language. Lan (2005) looks them as a ll'ide range ol behaviors that are used in

language learning; difl-ers according to the style of language. The strategies can be used in particular in

accordance rvith the nature of the lbur language skills (listening, speaking- reading, and writing). In short-

langua_ee leaming srategies can be summarized by the covering various key elements such as the context
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uses of the lan-euage, learning the target language, and appropriate steps to learn language--including En-elish
language.
Definition of Speaking

Various definitions of speaking have been made by some experts from diff-erent perspective point of
views. Hor.vever, the available definitions are already the nature of speaking. Nunan (2003) states that the
speaking involves various things like producing the sounds of language and sound of patterns. using lr'ords.
phrases, intonation patterns, sentence rhyhm, the use ofright words and sentences rvhich appropriate to the
circumstances. the speaker, the situation and the subject matter. organizing thoughts in a logical and
meaningful sequence. Oxford and Crookall (1990) states that speaking is the first model in rvhich children
acquire the language in everyday life activities in which most people speak. The acquisition process as
regarded as main change of the language. In summary, it can be said that speaking belongs to one of
productive language skills supported by varies matter such as the knorvledge of language and the content of
speaking. The combination of these two elements will perform the quality of t''ie speaking itself.

Research Findings on the (Jse ofLanguage Learning Strategies in Indonesia
Various studies have been done on English language learning strategies in Indcnesia. A number of

language learning strategies have been studied such inemory, cognitive, compensation, meta-cognitive-
affective, social strategies and related to various factors such as socio-economic. academic background.
parents' income, and others. Nenden Sri Lengkanawati (2004) found that memory, meta-cognitive, and
affective strategies more widely used by EFL students in Indonesia than in other Australia. Other findings are
cognitive, compensation, social strategies and more widely used in Australia than in Indonesia. Johari Afrizal
(2005) concluded that most of the students prefer to learn meta-cognitive and aff-ective than learning memor).
strategies. Gender and socio economic factors do not diff'er significantly in the use of language leamin_e
strategies. Kartika Naswantara (2010) concluded that both the ITS students had a different way of leaming
the language but both can work together for the advancement of leaming. Fakhri Ras (201 l) concluded that
the use of Strategy Inventory for Language Leaming (SILL) by high school students of Pekanbaru is ar a
medium level, where social strategies rvere the highest among the various learning language strategies
(memory, cognitive. compensation, meta-cognitive, affective - and social). In addition, the use of SILL
positively correlates to the students'achievement in learning English in Pekanbaru senior high school.

Research Finding in Speaking in the l{orld and in Indonesia
Various studies have been conducted by various experts about the ability ofspeaking the language in

various aspects. Kadenge (2009) concluded that the respondents (native speakers Zimbabwean) in
Zimbabwean use simple strategy "monophthongization diphthongs" nnd 'lglide epenthesis" to shorten the
English letters. Kamkhein (2010) found that students of Thai are difficult to pronounce the vocabulary of five
syllables. It is related to the limitations of their competence in pronunciation. Nivja H. De Jong (2012)
suggested that linguistics ability closely relate to the length of the syllable pronunciation. lr opposes to the
average length of pause which negatively correlate to linguistics and skills of the language. Bui Thi Thuc
Quyen (2013) concluded that there are two significant variations in the frequency ofuse ofstrategy by the
respondents in "oral communication in English" and "communication strategies". Ramin Rahimy and
Samaneh Safarpour (2012) formulate the results ol their research that there are significant dit'ferences
between the groups ofEFL students in lran, prepared in role-play and who do not take advantage in role play
in enhancing the ability of students' speaking in EFL. Nguyen Thi Tam (2012) concluded that administration
of oral presentations can develop the ability of speaking skills of general student at the University of Hanoi
Vietnam. These findings affect the lecturers to use English language in English as general subject and others
taken subjects. Thanyalak Oradee (2012) also concluded that speaking skills can be developed by using three
kinds of communicative activities (discussion- problem solving, and role pla-v..) at the secondary school level
in Udon Thai, Thailand. The three communication activities are carried out in a planned language classes in
public high schools in Thailand. Several studies that have been mentioned above relate to the speaking
ability. The activities of teachers in learning process and student activity in overcoming the problems
speaking has also become the target olstudies.

Data Analysis and Discussion
The Prof le of Respondents

Respondents in this study r.r,ere selected based on gender. field ol study. and type of school.
lnformation about the profile of the lespondents is shorvn as tbllou,s.
Total population is 20 people; 1) gender- 9 male students (45%o) and ll t-emale students (55%).2) tleld
studies. natural sciences 8 students (40o/o), social sciences l0 students (50%), language major 2 students (10
o/o),and 3) the type of school. state schools l2 students (60%)- private schools 8 students (40%).
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Anatysis of Qtmntitative Data
l-his section explains and describes the level or the experience of students in the use ol language

leaming strategies. The average value of each category is analyzed by grouping items into categories by
calculating the average value of each category. For example, to get the average value in the category of
"affective strategy", item l-9 of the questionnaire on STRATEGY INVENTORY FOR LANGUAGE
LEARNINNG (SILL) are grouped together and calculated the average value. To interpret the average value.
this study uses the Likert scale 5-point developed by Oxford (1989) as shown in Table 2.1

Table 2.1
retation of Averase Value

Average Value Interoretation
3.5 - 5.0 Hish
2.5 -3.4 Medium
1.0 -2.4 Low

Source: Language Learning Strategies, What Every Teacher Should Know. Oxford (1989).
The average value ofstudents on each item and strategy is divided into three groups as indicated in table 2.1.
The use level of language leaming strategies of students categorized as low if the average value ranges
between 1.0 - 2.4. If the average value is obtained between 2.5 - 3.4, then the students are categorized as
having a medium level in the use of language learning stl'ategies. Further, if the average value is obtained
average between 3.5 - 5.0, the use oflanguage learning strategies is high level.
Overall language Iearning strategies used

The formulation of problem is that what is the level of language leaming strategies used by all
respondents in English Study Program of FKIP of University of Riau? This section presents the level of the
use oflanguage learning strategies used by all respondents based on the rank order ofsix broad strategies. as
seen in table2-2

Table2.2
Level ofthe Use of Learning Stratesies by Value Ord

Category of
Stratesies

Average
Value

Stander of
Deviation

The Use Level

Social 3.26 0.33 Medium
Meta-cognitive 9 0-27 Medium
Coenitive J 7 0_24 Medium
Comoensation J 4 0.3 t Medium
Affective 3 J 0.33 Medium
Memory 3.04 0_25 Medium

Table 2.2 explains trvo research results relate to the use of language learning strategies. Those are
the categories of language leaming strategies and their uses. Based on the table, it can be seen that the
categories of language learning strategies most frequently used by students are social strategy, then
sequentially follorved by meta-cognitive, cognitive, compensation, affective, arid memory strategies. The
results also indicate that the memory strateg)' is a strategy that most rarely used by the respondents. The
average valtre obtained by the use ofsix strategies range from 3:04 to 3:26. Thus, the average level olthe use
of the language learning strategies is medium (Oxford 1989).

Analysis of Qualitative Data
ln this section is presented the qualitative research finding of 4 main problems lbced by the students

in speaking. Each component is explained in details in the form of written description.

Grammar
Problems and Solut.ions taken b1t Respondents
a. Identifl''in-e t1,pes of sentences - 1) memorizing the tenses and using in daily life although sometimes still

forget the pattern ( l5%), 2) reading grammar books (157o). 3) browsing internet on what are the types of
sentences (15%),4) discussing the difficulties with fiiends (20%),5) learning to identif,v the tlpes of
sentences from ditterent a(icles (20o/o), and 6) looking for e-ramples on intemet ( l5%).

b. Identifying elements of simple sentence - l) finding the solution in grammar books (20%)- 2) looking
for examples of the sentence (20%o)- 3) asking to friends (30%),4) learning about "to be" and "s/es"
( l5%), and 5) finding the diff-erentiation of the sentences (15%).

c. Identifying elements olcompound sentence - I) tinding examples of compound sentences and flnd the
meaning (30%),2) reading again the explanation about conjunction(20Vo),3) practicing by filling in the

The
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exercise sheet (10%)- 4) practicin-e in anal-"-zing the sentences (10%). and 5) reading gramntar book ro
understand the parl (30%).

d. ldentifying elements of complex sentence - l) studying the complex sentences (30%).2) reading the
grammar book and trying to anal.vze the pattern and make the example (35%)- and 3) trying to arrange
the u,ords to be a good sentence (35%).

e. The use of appropriate prepositions - l) looking lbr the explanation on the use of preposition (20%)-2)
tr)ing to understand sentences in journals and articles (20o/o),3) reading stor)books (i0%). and 4)
practicing to speak slowly and ,uvell-structured (30%).

f. Based on the above data, there are 5 components of grammar in speaking activities paid attention bl the
respondents. The respondents get difficulties to identify the types of sentences. the elements of simple
sentences. elements of compound sentence. the elements of complex sentences and the use ol
appropriate prepositions.

g. In the first component, there are at least two highlight solutions taken by the student that is b1 discussing
rvith friends about the difficulties sn-.rEuntered (20%o) and leams' to recognize the tlpes of senrences
from a variety of different articles (20o/o). In the second component, there are three highlighr solurions
taken by students that is by asks friend (30%), searching examples of the sentences(20oh). and looks for
the explanation in Grammar book (20%). In the third component, there are two highlight solutions taken
by students those are by looking for an example of a compound sentence and finding meanins (30%) and
reading a Grammar book to understand that part of the sentence(30%).ln the fourth componenr. rhere
are two at most solutions taken by students, namely reading Grammar and try's to analyze the form of
the sentence and makes an example of his orvn (35%) and try's to arrange words into correct sent€nces
(35%). While in the fifth component, also there are 2 at most solutions taken by students those are b1
reading books (30%) and practicing speaking slorvly and structure (30o/o).

Vocabulary Items
Problems and Soltttions taken by Respondents
a. Identifying lexical vocabulary items- l) consulting the dictionary (l5o/o,2) reading man).texts ro make

them familiar (8%),3) learning the definitions ( 10%), 4) finding the explanation on how to use rhe s,ords
(7%), 5) looking for information from various sources (15Vo),6) memorizing words day by da1' g%), 7)
making notes when meet new words (107o). 8) learning from songs (7%),9) identifying on the use of the
rvords from watching movies (10%). and l0) looking for neu,words while reading novels (10%).

b. Identifying conceptual vocabulary' items - l) memorizing the vocabulary Q0%),2) improving the ability
to translate texts (20%),3) looking lbr related information (25%),4) looking from different sources
(i5olo). and 5; marking the words while reading a passage{20%).

c. Identifying structural vocabulary items - I ) finding the explanation on intemet (30%),2) discussing with
friends about the vocabulary items (40%). and3) asking for explanation from lecturer (30%).

d. Identifuing contextual vocabulary items-l) translating the text (20Vo),2) gaining confident in translating
text (15%).3) consulting r.vith lecturer (20%)- 4) making notes while reading passages related to cerrain
context (25%), and 5) looking for the clues (20%).

Based on data in Table 3.2- there are 4 components of vocabulary in speaking activities paid attenrion
by respondents. The respondents get difficulties to recognize the lexical meaning, conceptual meanin_e.
structural meaning and contextual meanings of vocabulary items.

In the first component- there are tu'o highlight solutions taken by the students those are by searching
for meaning in the dictionary (l5o/o) and searching for the meaning of vocabulary in a variety of sources
(15o/o). ln the second component, there is one hi-ehlight solution taken by the student that is by finding
information related to the vocabulary (25Yo). ln the third component, there is also one hi,qhlight solution
taken by the student that is by'discussing vvith a friend about the vocabulary (40%). ln the fourth component.
also there is only one at most solution taken by the student that is by making notes when reading articles
related to a specific context.

Fluency
Problents and Solutions taken by Respondents
a. Spelling out the sentences - l) practicing general and basic grammar (25o/o),2) practicing ri,ith fiiends

(20o/o).3) applying the language in daily' life (20%),4) practicing in pair to match voices (15%)- and 5)
practicing b1.' reading favorite English books and poems (20%).

b. Spetling out the phrase - l) applying the phrases in dail1.'conversation (55yo), and 2) learning fiom
movies on horv to pronounce the phrases (45%).

c. Spelling out the clause - l) learning more about the dill-erence between the clauses (45%)- and 2)
practicing by repeating the clauses (55%).
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Based on above data. there are 3 components of lluency in speakin,e activities paid attention by

respondents. The respondents get ditficulties to pronounce r.vords. phrase, and clause clearll'.
In the first component. there are four highlight solutions taken by the students those are by practicin_e

general and basic parts of grammar (20%), practicing with friends (20%), applying the English language in
everyday life (20%), and practicing with reading English books and poetry (20%). ln the second component.
there are two highlight solutions taken by the students those are by implement certain phrases in everydal.'
conversations (55%) and learn from watching a movie in English about how to pronounce the phrase
correctly (45%). ln the third component, also there are t$'o at most solutions taken bv the students those are

by practicing r,vith repeated mention of clause (55%o) and learn more about the differences clause (45%o).

Pronunciation
Problems and Solutions taken by Respondents
a. Saying stresses of word = l) often downloading video spoken in English to listen to the pronunciation

(10%),2) doing reaciing as habi!(15%),3) listening to speeches in English (18%),4) learning to say each
word as good as possible (18%),5) gaining the confident of pronouncing the rvord (9o/o),6) practicin-e
with native speaker (15%), and 7) learning the IPA system (l5o/o).

b- Saying intonation of word - 1) findingthe correct pronunciation of the rvord on dictionary (35%),2)
practicing by repeating the intonation of the word (30o/o), and 3) looking for similar words and find the
differences (35o/o).

c. Saying intonation of phrase - I ) practicing by reading aloud ( I 5%),2) practicing by recording orvn voice
(15%),3) using the phrases in actual conversation (25%),4) watching English movies (25o/o), and 5)
identifying the key word of the phrase (20%).

d. Saying intonation of clause- l) identifying the intonation pattern (30o/o),2) practicingthe intonations in
different situation (25o/o),3) listening to conversation from video and imitating the speaker (25o/o), and 4)
listening and repeating (20%).

e. Saying intonation of the sentences - 1) practicing a lot (55%), and 2) asking to friends the correct
intonation (45o/o).

f. Saying the rhythm of the sentences - l) looking for the examples on internet (20%\.2) learning liom
songs (20%), 3) learning from English movies (30o/o), and 4) piacticing by reading storybooks (30%).

Based on above data, there are 6 components ofpronunciation in speaking activities paid attention by
respondents. The respondents get difficulties in pronouncing the correct rvord stress. pronouncing intonation
ofthe word- pronouncing intonation ofphrase, pronouncing intonation ofclause, pronouncing intonation of
sentences, and pronouncingthe rhythm ofthe sentence correctly.

In the first component, there are two highlight solutions taken by the students those are'by listening to
the speech in the English language (18%) and learning to pronouncing every word as best as possible (18%).
In the second component, there are trvo highlight solutions taken by the students those are by looking lor an;-
pronounce of correct rvord in the dictionary (35%) and search for similar lvords and look for the difference
(35%). In the third component, there are two highlight solutions taken by students, namely usin-e phrases in
everyday conversations (25o/o't and r.vatching movies in English (25%).ln the lbur1h component, there are trvo
at most solutions by the students those are pronouncing practices sentence intonation in different situation
(25o/o) and listening to the conversations of video and imitate pronouncing (25%)- In the fiflh component.
there is one at most solution taken by the student that is by to practice as often as possible (55%). ln the sixth
component, there are two at most solutions taken b-v the students those are by learning of English movies
(30%) and practice by reading books (30%).

Conclusions and Suggestions
Conclusions

Afterthe research activities have been done, there ale some conclusions can be drau,n as follou':
a. The level of lan,euage learnin,e strategies use is that the social strategy- as the highest one (3.26)

among others rvhile the memory stlategy is the lowest level (3.04).
b. There are some aspects prominently used in speaking skill which cover grammar. r'ocabular)'"

fl uency- and pronunciation.
c. In the aspect of grammar- the strategiesof asking f iends. finding examples of compound sentences

and finding the meaning. reading the gramntar book and lrying to analv:e the pattern and make
exatnple. and nying to arrange the vords to be good sentences are lesarded as the pret'erred

strategies.
d. In the aspect ol vocabulary, there are some strategies to be used bl the respondents such as

disctrssing with friends about the vocabulary items. asking for explanation f"ont lhe lecturer, and

fnding the explanation on internet.
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e. ln the aspect ol fluency. there are also several strategies likes applying the phrases in daily
contlersation, learning fron| movies on hou, to pronounce the phrases, learning tnore aboul lhe
dffirence behueen the clauses, and practicing by repeating the clauses to be used by the
respondents.

f. In the aspect of pronunciation- the preferred strategies are as follows; finding the correct
pronuncialion of the v,ord on diclionary, practicing by repeating the intonation of the word, looking
for the similar words andfinding the dffirences, identifuing the intonation pattern, prccticing a lot,
and asking tofriends the correct inlonation.

Suggestions
There are some suggestions that might be proposed for a betterment use of language learning strategies in the
future.
a. The use of language learning strategies is expected to be maximized at high level starting from 3:50 in all

kii:ds of language learning strategies.
b.-The"iour aspects ofspeaking as mentioned in the paft ofconclusion can be enlarged in order to increase

the quality of speaking activities through grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and pronunciation.
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